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   Traditional realistically-painted oil paintings represent a new implication and 
meaning in the modern painter’s works. However, there is a surrealistic tendency in 
their paintings, that is, some modern painters choose to express their ideas and 
emotions in their individual way. This is an exploration of creating new meaning and 
searching for a new language to express one’s ideas in paintings. The present thesis 
studies western surrealistic works created by some representative painters with an 
attempt to explore the influence of their style on Chinese realistically-painted oil 
paintings, and the thesis also analyses part of the Chinese paintings with surrealistic 
style made by some painters who paint realistically. On the basis of the above study 
and analysis, this thesis explores the significance of this style to the development of 
Chinese oil paintings. 
The present thesis consists of three parts: 
The first part is the analysis of the origin and development of the west surrealism. 
To a great extent, surrealistic tendency in Chinese oil paintings is influenced by 
western painting style. This thesis interprets representative surrealistic works of west 
painters in different periods to help people understand their painting styles and the 
developing tendency. Besides, this thesis analyses the influence of west surrealistic 
paintings on Chinese oil paintings. Surrealistic style in Chinese paintings proves to be 
an exploration and pursuit of an individual language for paintings and a way to 
represent modern concepts in paintings. 
The second part is the analysis of painting works with surrealistic tendency 
created by some Chinese representative artists who paint realistically. Current Chinese 
oil painting world tends to take up varied concepts and styles. The present writer 
studies the works of five Chinese painters. They are He Duoling, Xu Mangyao, Guo 
Runwen, Ma Ling, Fan Bo. Although they are different in painting style, their works 
have a surrealistic tendency and vigorous intension. The analysis of their works helps 
the readers understand one aspect of development of realistically-painted oil paintings. 
On the basis of above analysis, the present thesis explores the background in which 
surrealistic tendency developed and the significance it has upon the development of 
Chinese oil paintings. 













The present writer himself tends to paint realistically, but with surrealistic tendency. 
Although the present writer’s style is not mature, it is an important stage for his 
individual style to come into being. 
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图 3  洛佩斯  《吊灯》 



































                                                        






























































































































图 5  何多苓  《小翟》 
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